The work presents measurements of the length stability of Zerodur glass ceramic with temperature change. Measurement of this thermal characteristic is necessary for determination of the optimal temperature at which the Zerodur glass ceramic has a coefficient of thermal expansion close to zero. The principle of the measurement is to monitor the length changes using an optical resonator with a cavity mirror spacer made from the Zerodur material to be studied. The resonator is placed inside a vacuum chamber with a temperature control. A tunable laser diode is locked to a certain optical mode of the resonator to monitor the optical frequency of this mode. A beat-note signal from optical mixing between the laser and a stabilized femtosecond frequency comb is detected and processed. The temperature dependence of the glass ceramics was determined and analyzed. The resolution of the length measurement of the experimental set-up is on the order of 0.1 nm. 
Introduction
The construction of highly mechanically stable measuring devices such as AFM microscopes and nano-comparators rely on the use of low expansion materials. Zerodur glass * E-mail: ocip@isibrno.cz ceramic [1] 1 or ultra-low expansion (ULE) glass 2 are often used as the frame or base materials of these devices. The coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of these materials only attains the optimal values at certain temperature intervals [2, 3] , reaching down to the 10 −8 K −1 level. A measuring device frame with a length of 20 cm only expands by 4 nm per 1 K by thermal dilatation. Knowledge of the CTE of the frame and the absolute dilatation are necessary for the sophisticated design of such a device and determine the total uncertainty of the measurements realized by the device. In this work we present a method of measurement of thermal dilatation of low-expansion materials by the use of a femtosecond frequency comb [4] .
The method uses an optical resonator as a length measuring instrument. The optical resonator is represented by the Fabry-Perot cavity (FPC). Cavity mirrors are separated by a tube spacer made from the low-expansion material to be investigated, which determines the geometrical length of the optical resonator. The thermal dilatation of the spacer causes the cavity length to change with respect to temperature of the spacer. Because the refractive index of ambient air surrounding the FPC influences the precise measurement the FPC must be placed in a vacuum chamber. Monitoring of the optical path length of the FPC is based on measurement of the free spectral range (FSR) of the cavity. The FSR is measured by tracking of an optical frequency over resonator modes. Because the FPC is a passive device a tunable laser is used for identification of the chosen cavity mode. The tunable laser is frequency locked to one FPC mode. Any changes in cavity length represent a fluctuation of the selected mode and take effect on changing the tunable laser's frequency. Direct frequency measurement in the optical domain is not possible. Therefore the optical frequency of the measuring tunable laser is down converted by optical mixing with a stable laser to the radio frequency domain. The technology of frequency combs represents a very interesting means of converting optical frequencies to the radio frequency domain.
Our previous experiments have focused on the measurement of the cavity length by the use of a stabilized optical frequency comb using a fiber Bragg grating (FBG) as a mode separator [5, 6] . In this work we present a new method exploiting a tunable laser that tracks the FabryPerot cavity mode.
The optical frequency of the tunable laser is mixed with the optical frequencies of stabilized frequency comb. The beat-note signal is processed by a fast photo-detector and a frequency counter. Changes of FPC mirror distance (cavity length) caused by the controlled temperature changes in the vacuum chamber lead to changes of FPC mirror spacer length. These length changes are monitored by our new method. The CTE of investigated material spacer is calculated from the FPC length changes over the requested temperature range.
Theory of the measurement

Theory of the femtosecond comb
The principle of the proposed method employing an optical frequency comb is based on the femtosecond laser and the Fabry-Perot optical cavity. The optical frequency comb periodically produces a train of femtosecond pulses. The train of pulses is characterized by the central wavelength, the period of the pulses, their shape and by the pulse to pulse phase shift. In the optical frequency domain it produces a frequency spectrum of comb lines around the central optical frequency (wavelength). The frequency of a comb spectral component is represented by the expression:
where is the number of the spectral comb component (typically on the order of 10 6 ) and r , and 0 are frequencies typically set in the radio frequency (RF) domain, called the repetition and offset frequencies, respectively. The repetition frequency r is indirectly proportional to the period of the train of pulses, and the offset frequency 0 is caused by phase-shifts between the envelope of the pulses and their carrier wavelengths [4, 7] . The relative stability of the spectral lines of the free running femtosecond comb, as well as the relative stability of the frequencies ( r and 0 ) reach the value of 10 −7 . This stability depends on the thermal dilatation of the laser cavity. Therefore a precise stabilization of the r and 0 frequencies is necessary for a more stable frequency comb spectrum. Based on Eq. (1), the stability of the -th optical component (spectral line) of the comb depends multiplicatively (the relative stability remains the same) on the stability of the repetition frequency r and additively on the offset frequency 0 . The repetition frequency is very intense in the RF spectrum, and thus it is easily detected and phase locked to a multiple of an atomic clock RF signal (typically 10 MHz) by a phase-locked servo-loop [4, 7] . The offset frequency has to be retrieved from the comb spectrum by a self-referencing method, known as the f-2f interferometric technique [8] . The narrow spectrum of approximately 100 nm of the femtosecond laser (with a central wavelength λ = 1541 nm in this case) is broadened by this method to an octave wide spectrum (an interval from 1050 nm to 2100 nm in this case) by a technique of four-wave mixing in a photonic crystal fiber [9] . Longer wavelengths (frequency ) are frequency doubled by a non-linear crystal to shorter wavelengths (frequency 2 ). Longer wavelengths are frequency doubled and optically mixed with shorter wavelengths (frequency 2 ) producing the offset frequency:
The offset frequency 0 is, as well as the repetition frequency r , phase locked to a stable oscillator or atomic clock's RF signal by a servo-loop. The result is an optical comb frequency spectrum with a relative stability of all of the frequency components coupled to the relative stability of the RF oscillator or atomic clock, and therefore exceeding 10 −14 .
The optical resonator as a measuring device
The optical resonator FPC consists of two mirrors separated by the geometrical distance L cav . This distance is represented by a spacer made from low-expansion material. The optical resonator is an instrument which transfers only the precise frequencies (in resonance) ν fulfilling the relation:
where is the -th longitudinal mode of the FPC and ν FSR is the free spectral range (FSR) of the FPC characterized by the optical distance between mirrors that in a confocal geometry equals:
with representing the speed of the light and the refractive index of air inside the cavity. The optical frequency of the -th longitudinal mode transmitted through the confocal FPC can be expressed as:
The femtosecond comb in dimensional metrology
The comb spectrum is transmitted through the FPC if some of optical frequency spectral lines (Eq. (1)) meet the resonance frequency from Eq. (5). A reasonable number of lines is transmitted only when the FSR of the FPC is an integer multiple of r thus: ν FSR = · r [10] . The optical signal at the output of the FPC depends on the distance between the mirrors of the FPC. An alternative solution is based on the separation of very few comb components by the use of a fiber Bragg grating [11] . The optical output from the FPC without the fiber Bragg grating represents a similar signal to a white light continuum and the signal does not contain any resonance peaks.
These problems can be solved by the use of a stabilized single-mode laser with the one resonance peak per FSR of the cavity. Because the FPC's FSR is fixed due to the stable low-expansion spacer, a tunable laser source scans for the peak resonance. The use of a tunable laser source is advantageous for following the small FPC length and optical frequency changes. The optical frequency of the closest frequency comb line is used as a precise frequency reference to the tunable laser source. The optical frequency of the tunable laser referenced to the optical comb line is from (Eq. (1)):
where b is the beat frequency between the closest optical comb spectral line and the tunable laser locked to the FPC. The beat frequency could be of either polarity, and is easily evaluated from measurement results of length variations with repect to temperature change, or for fixed cavity length from variations of the beat frequency b with respect to the offset frequency 0 . Setting equal to ν opt n:
Extracting the exact length of the FPC from Eq. (7):
Because and are integer constants and is the exact speed of light in vacuum the exact length L cav of the FPC is determined by frequencies 0 , r and b . Repetition and offset frequencies are controlled using an RF reference to realize f-to-2f stabilization. The influence of the refractive index of air on the result is suppressed when the FPC is inserted into the vacuum chamber where the refractive index equals one within the limits of precision required by this method:
Determination of the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE)
If r , and 0 are locked to RF clock reference when b (beat frequency) between optical frequency comb and the tunable laser define the FPC mirror distance. Variations of the FPC length are proportional to variations of beat frequency:
The FPC of initial length L cav0 at temperature T 0 is enlarged to length L cav1 at temperature T 1 characterized by CTE-α:
Let us equate relative changes of cavity length (10) and those representing changes caused by temperature (11):
thus for CTE (α) of the FPC spacer:
or
The CTE of low-expansion materials reaches values as low as 0 01 · 10 −6 K −134 . The precision of the RF stabilized oscillator 10 −12 used as a reference for any frequency is equivalent to a temperature change on the order of 0.1 mK, thus temperature instabilities are easily detected. Next, the last unknown variable, the integer number (the number of the comb line component) can be evaluated by tuning the center frequency of the tunable laser cw to the center of the absorption lines of a table of absorption gases [12] when cw = ν opt in (6) . With known repetition and offset frequency of the frequency comb, and by measuring the beat frequency between the laser diode and the frequency comb we can easily evaluate the CTE of the FPC spacer from Eq. (13), (14) .
General experimental set-up
The coefficient of thermal expansion of Zerodur glass ceramic was experimentally verified on a piece of Zerodur tube employed as the spacer of a confocal FPC. Two dielectric mirrors with a finesse of 339, deposited on 10 mm thick fused silica substrate were optically connected to the Zerodur spacer of 187.5 mm length, an inner diameter of 12.7 mm, and square outer cross section of 40 mm×40 mm. The FPC was placed on a four point holder in the axis of the temperature stabilized stainless steel vacuum chamber. The chamber was evacuated down to 10 −4 Pa. Temperature stabilization of the vacuum chamber was achieved by two resistance wires surrounding the chamber and controlled to 0.5 K. The temperature of the Zerodur spacer was measured by two sensors on the FPC wall. The temperature at the FPC surface was stable down to 0.01 K over a period of tens of minutes. The tunable distributed feedback (DFB) laser diode operates at a central wavelength of 1542.14 nm (194.40 THz) and can be tuned by the operating temperature control over more than 2 nm (250 GHz). A separate temperature control within the range from −10
• C to 80
• C was used for tuning of the FBG's central selective wavelength. The FBG has 0.186 nm FWHM and is used to increase the SNR during beat-note measurement. A laser reference to the DFB laser diode is represented by the Er:doped stabilized femtosecond mode-locked laser with 100 MHz repetition frequency and a central wavelength of 1550 nm. The 1500-1600 nm spectral output of the system, as well as the laser itself are fiber-based. The optical frequencies of the femtosecond mode-locked laser are stabilized by f2f interferometry [14] to a 10 MHz temperature stabilized quartz oscillator disciplined, over the long term, to a Cs clock through a GPS receiver. Fig. 1 presents the scheme of the set-up with the DFB diode laser coupled to the fiber. The DFB laser output is split into two same parts by a 50/50 coupler. One part is mixed by a 10/90 fiber coupler. The 90% of the optical power of the output from Er:doped mode-locked fiber laser comb interferes with 10% of the DFB laser thus the laser comb interfers with 5% of the DFB laser. The interference signal is coupled to the input port (1) of a fiber circulator. The light in the fiber circulator travels from port 1 to port 2, and port 2 to port 3, whereas back reflections from port 2 to port 1, port 3 to port 2 and port 3 to port 1 are not possible. The frequency comb components within the range of 0.186 nm (FWHM of the FBG) interfere with the single frequency of the DFB laser. The beat frequency between the comb components and the DFB laser diode are detected by infrared fast photodetectors (PDs), counted by an RF counter and recorded by the computer.
The second output of the 50/50 coupler from the DFB laser output light is split by a second 50/50 coupler. Half of the optical power is input to the acetylene cell and the other half of the optical power to the FPC. Infrared PDs monitor the absorption at the acetylene cell and the output at the resonance mode spectrum of the FPC. The absorption cell together with the optical frequency comb and FPC resonance help to determine the exact absolute value of the optical frequency of the DFB laser. The DFB tuning range covers the range from P(13) to P(11) 13 C 2 H 2 absorption lines [12] , and the DFB laser optical frequency is tunable to the center of these absorption lines. The exact number of a spectral component of the frequency comb closest to the DFB frequency is determined by tuning the DFB laser frequency while monitoring the absorption of the acetylene cell and recording the the beat signal.
Measurement of the beat-note between the tunable laser and the frequency comb
The FPC cavity length measurement accuracy, and thus the coefficient of thermal expansion of the Zerodur material depends directly on the precision of the measurement of the beat frequency between the tunable laser diode and the nearest comb component. The optical output power of the frequency comb laser is generally 10's of mW for the entire optical spectrum. For a spectrum of 10 6 frequency comb lines covering 1050 nm to 2100 nm one has 10's of nW of optical power per component (comb line). However, the number of frequency comb lines almost represents a white-light continuum, and decreases the signalto-noise ratio (SNR) of the beat-note frequency between the frequency comb and the tunable laser. The SNR could be improved by filtering the comb spectrum down to the order of 10's to 100's of components.
Thus, narrow-band filtering of the comb spectrum plays a key-role in the beat-note measurement.
Experimental results
Our measurements were carried out in a temperature stabilized vacuum chamber between 22
• C and 35
• C. The temperature range was chosen with respect to common laboratory temperatures, in which AFM microscopes are operated. Before the first heating of the Zerodur FPC from the temperature of 22
• C, we kept the FPC at this temperature for more than 2 months in the vacuum chamber. This was done to suppress all transient responses arising from possible changes of the temperature of the FPC in the past. Only after this period of 2 months did we start continuous heating from this temperature to the maximum value of 35
• C.
Before beginning the heating period, we determined the value of the heating rate on the basis of the time constant of the Zerodur spacer. • C) we decreased the temperature of the FPC at the same rate. We continued towards the starting temperature of 22
• C where we reversed to heating again without any stops at the maximal or the minimal temperatures. We measured the above described period three times.
Recordings of the FPC length changes taken during thermal cycling of the sample are presented in Fig. 2 . Next we calculated the average length curve which was interpolated by a 5th order polynomial. It is apparent that the absolute change of the FPC length is up to 160 nm for the inspected 187.5 mm long Zerodur FPC spacer. The curve represents the average change in the FPC length (Eq. (11)). The standard deviation of the frequency method (described in 4) is 2 nm for 1 s time averaging. The resolution of the method is on the order of the resolution of the beat frequency counter 1 Hz with respect to the optical frequency of the DFB laser 194.40 THz.
For the FPC with a 187.5 mm long spacer the resolution achieved is as low as 1 fm. The measured length change corresponds to an average relative length change of the FPC spacer of 0 75 · 10 −6 , and a standard deviation at the level of 1 · 10 −8 .
Because the length of the FPC cavity includes dielectric coatings at the cavity mirrors we have calculated the influence of the thermal behavior of these coatings to measured length changes. The coatings consist of 15 layers (a structure of TiO 2 /SiO 2 layers) with a total thickness of 2774 nm. The expansion coefficient of TiO 2 is approximately 9·10 −6 K −1 and ranges from 0 4·10 −6 K −1 for fused silica to 12 3 · 10 −6 K −1 for a quartz glass. In the worst case, the total expansion of the quartz/TiO 2 coating for a temperature change of 1 K is about 0.0201 nm [15] . In the temperature range of the recorded data points (from 22
• C to 35 • C) it has an effect on the order of 0.1 % of the FPC length changes, that is insignificant for the CTE measurement of the FPC spacer of Zerodur glass ceramic.
The derivative of the polynomial fit of the data in Fig. 2 represents the CTE of the Zerodur glass ceramic sample over the above mentioned temperature interval (Eq. (12)). The record of the CTE course of the experimental data is shown in Fig. 3 (Fig. 3) of the Zerodur glass ceramic FPC spacer.
Conclusion
The presented work introduces a new technique of measurement of small distance changes with sub-nanometer resolution, and provides a study of the thermal behavior of low-expansion Zerodur glass ceramic material. The technique combines ultra-precise measurement of distances with a Fabry-Perot cavity, and optical frequency mixing between a tunable DFB laser and a mode-locked femtosecond laser comb. The course of the CTE of the Zerodur glass ceramics which we measured by the described method is smaller for higher temperatures of the FPC cavity.
